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Terry Creek consent decree approved  

By Pamela Permar Shierling 

 

According to documents filed August 1 in the U.S. District Court Southern District, the Consent Decree 

(CD) filed in May 2018 by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Hercules detailing the 

clean up of the Terry Creek outfall ditch or Operable Unit 1. (OU1) was approved by the court to move 

forward.  

This decision went against both the City and County Commissions as well as the local state legislative 

delegation along with over 100 comments from the community stating that the remedy prescribed for 

OU1 was not enough. 

The crux of the clean up matter is the hazardous pesticide Toxaphene produced by Hercules and 

discharged through wastewater by the Brunswick Hercules plant through the outfall ditch into Dupree 

Creek which flows into Terry Creek. The Toxaphene contaminating the site is both technical and 

weathered Toxaphene. 

Weathered Toxaphene breaks down when it is released into the environment. Technical toxaphene is 

the original Toxaphene mixture. 

The document states that after carefully reviewing the documents, the United States (U.S. Dept. of 

Justice) continues to believe that the Consent Decree is fair, adequate, and reasonable and consistent 

with the Superfund Act’s objectives. 

The approved clean up includes a concrete-lined channel rerouted with limited sediment removal. 

The concrete lined ditch would reroute the discharge. Approximately 1,200 cubic yards of sediment 

would be removed. Clean soils would be used as backfill to bring the Outfall Ditch elevation up to 

grade with the surrounding uplands in the Marsh Wood Storage Yard. 

According to the EPA Plan with the sediment encapsulated approximately 5 to 10 feet beneath the 

ground surface and the ground surface armored with riprap, it will not be susceptible to storm surges or 

high tides. 

Restoration of disturbed areas, a monitoring and maintenance plan, and an environmental covenant are 

included. 

During the lengthy discussion of the clean up plan Dr. Peter deFur of Environmental Stewardship 

Concepts was working on behalf of the Glynn County community through Glynn Environmental 

Coalition (GEC). 

Dr. deFur pointed out that the Plan does not include a model for human exposure, and the Plan’s model 

for plants and animals is incomplete and does not match what is found in the text of the report. 

The Plan does not use the best lab method to figure out how much toxaphene is present at the site. The 

testing method is less accurate, according to Dr. deFur, and it does not test for the contaminants that 

toxaphene breaks down into over time which can have significant health impacts.  



The documents state the public comments provide no basis for the court to reject the Consent Decree.  

Even though the City, County, state representatives, several environmental groups and many members 

of the public provided 101 comments in opposition to the Consent Decree, the court ruled that the 

Consent Decree should go forward.  

The documents state the remedy can go forward immediately at a cost of $4.5 million. “EPA believes 

this interim containment remedy is likely to be effective in cutting off the pathway of exposure of 

toxaphene to humans and fauna, meaning no additional time or effort would ultimately need to be spent 

in remediating OU1. The benefits of implementing this interim remedy outweigh any costs or 

inefficiencies associated with a speculative future occurrence.”  

Regarding the redevelopment of the area, which many believe is impaired by the contamination, the 

document stated: “Cutting off the contamination pathway is an improvement to protection to human 

health and the environment and therefore will benefit redevelopment. Further the OU1 interim remedial 

action may restore value to the property and surrounding communities.” 

“None of the comments raise any facts or considerations that would indicate that the proposed Consent 

Decree is inappropriate, improper, inadequate, or not in the public interest. Consequently, the United 

States does not withdraw its consent to the proposed settlement. 


